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SUMMARY 

In this thesis, different aspects have been explored on the diagnosis, treatment and 

outcome of patients with peripheral arterial disease (PAD) and especially critical limb 

ischemia (CLI). 

Diagnostic accuracy of computed tomography angiography (CTA) for detecting an 

occlusion, a > 50% stenosis or a normal vessel in patients with PAD is reported in 

chapter 2. We performed a meta-analysis on the diagnostic performance of CTA 

compared with intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography for the detection of a 

more than 50% stenosis or occlusion in the aorto-iliac, femoropopliteal or tibial 

arteries in patients with PAD. The eligible studies predominantly included patients 

with intermittent claudication. CTA correctly identified occlusions in 94% of segments, 

the presence of more than 50% stenosis in 87% of segments, and absence of 

significant stenosis in 96% of segments. Overstaging occurred in 8% of segments 

and understaging in 15%. We concluded that CTA is an accurate modality to assess 

presence and extent of PAD in patients with intermittent claudication. There is not 

much research on the performance of CTA in patients with CLI, so conclusions for 

these patients cannot be drawn. Moreover, methodological weaknesses of examined 

studies prevent definitive conclusions from these data. 

 

Once the location and extent of the lesions in CLI has been determined, these can be 

treated in two ways, either surgically or percutaneously. Two most common 

percutaneous treatment modalities are percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) 

and subintimal angioplasty (SA). PTA was described first by Charles Dotter in 19641 

and at the beginning of nineties, subintimal angioplasty (SA) was discovered.2,3 SA 

has now been adopted by many endovascular specialists throughout the world. 

However, good summary data on technical and clinical success are lacking. In 

chapter 3 we have performed a systematic review on the results of SA for PAD. 

Moderate methodological and reporting quality and significant clinical heterogeneity 

obstructed a meta-analysis. The technical success rates of SA varied between 80% 

and 90%, with lower rates for tibial lesions compared with femoral lesions. 

Complications were minor and complication rates varied between 8% and 17%. 

Primary patency after one year was around 50%, with a high limb salvage rate, 

varying from 80% to 90% and a clinical success between 50% and 70%. Based on 

these results, SA can play an important role in the treatment of PAD, especially in the 

case of CLI. Despite the moderate patency rates after one year, SA may serve as a 

‘temporary bypass’ to provide wound healing and limb salvage. 

In chapter 4 we evaluated SA in patients with CLI due to long tibial occlusions who 

were scheduled for amputation because of the absence of surgical options for 
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revascularization. In a 17-month period, we included 26 limbs. Technical success of 

SA was high, 88%. Finally, in 10 out of 26 limbs, no amputation was needed. A 

major amputation was necessary in 10 limbs (7 below-knee amputations and 3 

above-knee amputations). Cumulative freedom of major amputation after 12 months 

was 59% (standard error 11%). In 6 limbs, amputation was limited to a minor 

amputation. Seven patients (28%) died during follow-up. SA of the tibial arteries 

seems a valuable treatment option to prevent major amputation in patients with CLI 

who are facing amputation due to lack of surgical options. 

 

Despite all different revascularization methods, many patients still require an 

amputation in the end. In chapter 5 we evaluated the functional outcome of 

through-knee amputations and above-knee amputations for patients with end-stage 

CLI. Functional outcome was aimed at wearing a prosthesis and walking ability. From 

1997 to 2006, 39 through-knee amputations (53%) and 34 above-knee amputations 

(47%) were performed. Eight (21%) of 39 through-knee amputations needed 

conversion to an above-knee amputation. Fifty patients (24 above-knee amputations, 

26 through-knee amputations) were eligible for follow-up to determine functional 

outcome. During follow-up, 71% (of patients with an above-knee amputation) and 

69% (of patients with a through-knee amputation) did not walk with a prosthesis, 

and 29% of above-knee amputations and 27% of through-knee amputations walked 

about 50 m. In conclusion, only a minority of patients is able to walk with a 

prosthesis, and a lot of the through-knee amputations need conversion to a higher 

level. Based on these results, it would be preferable to perform a straight above-knee 

amputation instead of a through-knee amputation if the correct amputation level is in 

doubt. 

 

After all, it is important to measure the effect of treatment. What determines 

satisfaction for the patient after treatment? When is a treatment successful from a 

clinician’s point of view? To what extent are perfusion parameters important and 

what is the position of quality of life or level of activities of daily life in outcome 

measurement? In chapter 6 we present a quest for the best measure of effect of 

treatment. In trials for PAD we use many different endpoints, like maximum and 

pain-free walking distance, ankle-brachial index, limb-salvage, graft patency and 

quality of life. In contrast, in the consultation room the answer to the question ‘How 

are you?’ is the most important measure of effect. Which endpoints come closest to 

the answer to this question? Is that an ankle/brachial index, or is quality of life a 

better endpoint? 
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In chapter 7 we evaluated the AMC Linear Disability Score (ALDS) in 62 patients 

with intermittent claudication (IC) and CLI. We compared the ALDS with the Vascular 

Quality of Life Questionnaire (VascuQol). Besides four other domains, the VascuQol 

contains an Activity domain, which measures the same aspect of health as the ALDS 

does. The average ALDS was significantly higher in patients with IC (mean 80, SD 

±10) compared to patients with CLI (mean 64, SD ±18). Internal reliability 

consistency of the ALDS expressed as Cronbach’s α coefficient was excellent (α > 

0.90). There was a strong correlation between the ALDS and the disability related 

Activity domain of the VascuQol (r = 0.64), confirming convergent validity. In 

conclusion, the ALDS is a promising clinimetric instrument to measure disability in 

patients with various stages of PAD. 

 

In chapter 8 we have described a cohort of 92 patients with CLI in whom we 

determined quality of life (Qol) and level of disability. 

We also explored the relative contributions of multiple factors explaining these 

functional health indices. Qol, measured with the VascuQol, was 3.0, ± standard 

deviation 0.9. Disability level, measured using the ALDS, was 65, ± standard 

deviation 19. The ALDS was significant lower in females, patients with a history of 

stroke, and older patients. The combination of these 3 characteristics accounted for 

24% of the variance of the scores on the ALDS. However, in both the univariate and 

multivariate analysis, we could not demonstrate significant factors explaining 

patients’ Qol. The VascuQol and ALDS did not differ between patients with restpain or 

ischemic tissue loss. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE 

Results from this thesis show that CTA is an accurate tool to determine the presence 

and extent of PAD, especially in patients with intermittent claudication. A recent 

study also showed that CTA and MRA (magnetic resonance angiography) were 

clinically more useful as initial imaging test in the diagnostic workup of patients with 

PAD than Doppler ultrasound. Moreover, they showed that CTA leads to cost savings 

compared with both MRA and Doppler ultrasound.4 However, local availability, 

experience, radiation dose, and contrast agents needed for the scan are important 

factors to consider in non-invasive imaging for PAD. Most studies included in our 

meta-analysis concerned patients with intermittent claudication. So, the results are 

applicable to patients with intermittent claudication. However, the first step in 

treatment of intermittent claudication is supervised exercise training, making imaging 

unnecessary.5,6 Only in case of failure of supervised exercise training, imaging is 

needed in patients with intermittent claudication. 
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We showed that SA can provide limb salvage, although long-term patency rates of 

the revascularized segments are moderate. SA must be considered in the treatment 

of patients with CLI. Even as last option to save a patient’s limb in advanced PAD, SA 

can offer limb salvage. Therefore, patients with CLI must be sent to the 

interventional radiologist before amputation. 

Despite advancing techniques, a major amputation is still necessary in many patients 

with CLI.6 A below-knee amputation is preferable because salvage of the knee-joint 

provides better rehabilitation and thus better functional outcome.7 In a substantial 

number of patients, even a below-knee amputation is no option anymore due to 

progressive necrosis or restpain, and the only options left are a through-knee or 

above-knee amputation. Results of this thesis show that rehabilitation outcomes 

during follow-up are equal for patients after through-knee or above-knee amputation. 

Taking into account the short life expectancy and comorbidity of patients scheduled 

for amputation, a primary above-knee amputation is preferable instead of a through-

knee amputation, if there is doubt in determining the correct level of amputation. 

 

We explored different endpoints which are frequently used in vascular surgery. There 

is no ultimate outcome parameter. The significance of a measure of effect depends 

on the type of study and the research question. In our opinion, measuring effect of 

treatment must be based on both parameters from patient-perspective as well as 

doctor-observed parameters. Qol is an essential part of outcome measurement and 

level of functional ability, as dimension of Qol, could be even more usefull. 

We introduced a generic instrument in PAD to measure ability to perform activities of 

daily life, the AMC Linear Disability Score (ALDS). The instrument has already been 

investigated in patients with Parkinson’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and stroke 

with positive results. In patients with PAD, the ALDS also showed good clinimetric 

properties in terms of internal reliability consistency, clinical validity, and construct 

validity. In the evaluation of effect of treatment for PAD, the ALDS could be useful. 

As where we stand now, the ALDS can be used in research. Before introduction in 

clinical practice, some matters must be resolved. The relationship with Qol is yet 

unknown and it is unclear whether a successful treatment results in a higher ALDS. 

CRITICAL REMARKS 

When studying patients with CLI, many issues are encountered regarding the patient 

population, inclusion of patients and follow-up. 

The patient population suffering from CLI is very heterogeneous. Restpain, 

ulceration and gangrene of the leg can be caused by chronic atherosclerotic disease, 

but also by thrombi from an aneurysm of the popliteal artery or proximal arteries, or 

Buerger's disease, or diabetes mellitus. Diabetics should probably be regarded as a 
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different entity. The pathogenesis of an ulcer in diabetics is a combination of 

neuropathy of the peripheral nerves and arterial insufficiency. Besides the aetiology, 

the symptoms of critical limb ischemia vary greatly. Some patients do only have a 

small defect on one of their toes, while others have many large ulcers. 

The incidence of critical limb ischemia increases with age. It is known that 

age and presence of risk factors for cardiovascular disease are associated with 

vascular cognitive impairment and vascular dementia.8 During inclusion of our cohort 

of consecutive patients with CLI, many patients were not able to give informed 

consent because of cognitive impairment. This has led to inclusion of only a part of 

the population with CLI and therefore to biased results. Moreover, it is unknown how 

many patients with CLI are treated by their general physician and will never present 

at the hospital. The results of our prospective cohort study on patients with CLI are 

therefore only representative for the non-cognitive impaired patients who are treated 

in hospital. 

In that prospective cohort study, we aimed at a follow-up of 1 year. However, 

as known from literature, mortality of patients with chronic CLI in the first year after 

presentation is 20%.6 Only a minority is directly a consequence of vascular events in 

the legs, most patients die from complications related to coronary artery or 

cerebrovascular disease.9 

This mortality results in incomplete follow-up. At the same time, these numbers show 

that treatment of CLI must be regarded as palliative care. The consequence of 

palliative treatment is that it is completely aimed at comfort of the patient. Large, 

invasive operations and long hospital admissions do not increase that comfort. 

 

In this thesis we evaluated different treatment options for patients with end-stage 

critical limb ischemia. Again, we want to underline the importance of a patient-based 

choice of therapy.10 Patient characteristics, comorbidity, level of physical functioning, 

and ambulation before the intervention are major factors in determining the kind of 

therapy.11 Moreover, expertise of the doctor and doctor’s preference play an 

important role.12 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Future research measuring effect of treatment must be more focussed on patient-

oriented outcomes. Albeit perfusion parameters are still important, the major goal of 

treatment of PAD is to improve Qol by alleviation of symptoms. Moreover, since 

treatment is tailored to the individual patient, improvement of personal Qol is more 

informative about success of treatment than increase of ankle/brachial index. 

To determine the effect of treatment, a cohort study can be helpful for gaining insight 

into different therapies. However, the best evidence is gained from randomized trials, 
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where selection bias can be ruled out. Despite great efforts, it is very difficult to get a 

large sample of patients together who are equally well treated by different 

therapies.13 So well conducted cohort studies are therefore essential too. 

Moreover, patient-oriented outcome measures are needed to judge therapy, instead 

of surrogate endpoints as patency and target lesion revascularization. These 

parameters can be important, but clinical outcome is determined by Qol. 

 

Measuring physical ability deserves a more prominent place in future research. As 

argued in this thesis, Qol is the most important outcome from patient-perspective, 

but liable to other determinants, for instance personality. Ability to perform activities 

of daily life is simple, less influenced by other factors, and closely related to the 

disease. We have shown good clinimetric properties of the ALDS in patients with PAD. 

Future research is needed to determine the responsiveness of the ALDS, whether a 

successful treatment results in a higher ALDS. Test-retest reliability, whether the 

ALDS remains the same in an unchanged patient, must be investigated. Moreover, 

we need to gain insight in the level of disability of patients with PAD and the 

association with Qol. In the treatment of patients with PAD, the physician aims to 

diminish disability. We expect a relationship between Qol and disability, however, this 

is not confirmed yet. When these matters are resolved, the ALDS could be used in 

clinical practice, for example to measure the effect of treatment and later on play a 

role in treatment allocation. In the treatment of PAD, the technique can only be 

improved marginally, but in the allocation of treatment there is still some room for 

improvements, probably with use of patient-oriented instruments. 
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